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Does advertising really influence consumers to buy? Research proves it 

does, and the reason is so subtle that consumers may not even realize 

it’s happening. 

When someone carries a logoed tote bag, watches a TV commercial or 

studies a print ad, that action creates a pattern of association resulting in 

an emotional tie with the brand that influences consumer behavior. And 

in the case of promotional products, research has proven that the products 

themselves continue to create positive memories affiliated with the brand for as 

long as the recipient keeps it.

Two years ago, PPAI Research conducted an extensive consumer study to 

examine five key performance metrics—reach, recall, resonance, reaction 

and relativity—as they related to the effectiveness of promotional products 

as an advertising medium. This year, PPAI Research conducted a follow-up 

consumer study to drill deeper into the consumer psyche to better understand 

the connection with promotional products in three areas: 

THINK PROMO:
A SNAPSHOT ON CONSUMER SENTIMENT 

Fresh insights from PPAI’s latest consumer study  
reinforce the importance of promotional products  

in making brands highly memorable.  
by Tina Berres Filipski with Mo Das
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Mindset:  
What role do 

promotional products 

play with different 

consumer groups?

Motive:  
What drives a 

consumer to keep,  

use and value 

promotional products?

Meaning:  
What makes a 

promotional product 

different from a 

generic product?
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The online survey captured insights from a nationally 

representative sample of more than 2,500 U.S. and 500 Canadian 

consumers between the ages of 18 and 73 who had received one 

or more promotional product(s) in the past 12 months. The data 

collected from the study sheds a brighter light on consumers’ 

preferences for promotional products compared with other 

advertising media, the reasons promotional products marketing 

may fail and communication preferences based on generation.   

Key Findings:

Mindset
80 percent like receiving 

promotional products 

71 percent wish they received 

promotional products more often 

compared with 48 percent in 

2009—a 23-percent increase in 10 

years (2009 Consumer Study)

73 percent prefer promotional 

products over any other form of 

advertising (See Figure 1)
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Figure 1. ADVERTISING PREFERENCE

“I’d rather receive a promotional product …”

…than receive a telemarketing or sales call 83%

…than receive promotional emails 78%

…than receive promotional mail (e.g. flyers, letters, etc.) 77%

…than watch an ad before or during a video 76%

…than see a banner ad or pop-up while browsing the web 75%

…than watch a 30-second TV commercial 74%

…than see sponsored posts or advertising in my social media newsfeed 74%

…than listen to a 30-second radio commercial 73%

…than see ads while reading or flipping through a print magazine 67%

Source: PPAI 2019 Consumer Study (n=percent of consumers who agree with statement)

Figure 2. THE REASONS PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS FAIL

“For which reasons would you not keep a promotional product?”

I had no use for it 71%

The product was cheap quality 48%

I already owned a similar product 41%

I knew someone else that would like it better 35%

The product was unattractive 27%

The product was bad for the environment 12%

I didn’t support the brand or cause 10%

Source: PPAI 2019 Consumer Study (n=2,784)

Motive
72 percent equate the quality 

of a promotional product they 

receive with the reputation of the 

company that gave it to them

79 percent pass along 

promotional products after they 

are no longer using them

Sustainability is key when 

choosing products consumers 

will keep (See Figure 2)
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Meaning
75 percent say promotional products are a good 

way to learn about new businesses in the area

74 percent say promotional products they receive 

at events make experiences more memorable

73 percent say promotional products are a good 

way to learn about upcoming sales and events

96 percent of consumers want to know ahead 

of time when companies offer promotional 

products (See Figure 3)
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3 Figure 3. TOP THREE COMMUNICATION PREFERENCES, BY GENERATION

“How would you like to find out when companies or  
brands offer promotional products?” 

Boomer Gen X Millennial Gen Z

Email Email Email Email

Direct Mail Text Message Text Message Text Message

TV Direct Mail Mobile Push  
Notification

Mobile Push  
Notification

Source: PPAI 2019 Consumer Study (n=2,881)

PPAI’s 2017 study reported that 

the top three reasons people keep 

promotional products are because they 

are fun, functional and trendy. Perhaps 

for these reasons the pass-along rate 

for promotional products is high—and 

that’s another advantage of choosing 

promotional products over other types 

of advertising media. When survey 

respondents were asked what they would 

do with a promotional product that was 

no longer valuable, 79 percent said they 

donated the product to charity, gave or 

sold it to someone else, or never disposed 

of it. Twelve percent said they would 

dispose of a promotional product that 

wasn’t good for the environment; this 

was less of a concern for Baby Boomers 

(eight percent) than for Gen Z (nearly 

20 percent).

Not only do consumers want 

promotional products, but they 

experience FOMO (fear of missing 

out). The majority (61 percent) of 

respondents say they would prefer 

receiving an email when promotional 

products are being offered. While 

consumers of all ages agree on email, 

other forms of communication 

show stark differences between the 

preferences of older and younger 

generations. For example, TV ranked 

eighth among Gen Z consumers 

compared to a top three choice for 36 

percent of Baby Boomers. Mobile push 

notifications may be the last thing on a 

Baby Boomer’s mind (nine percent), yet 

the tool ranks particularly high among 

Millennials (26 percent) and Gen Z 

(35 percent).   

The complete results from the 2019 

Consumer Study are available free to 

PPAI members and for purchase by 

companies not eligible for membership. 

Log in to access the full report at  

www.ppai.org/members/research or  

email membership@ppai.org to join.  

For questions about this study, email 

PPAI research manager Mo Das at 

MoD@ppai.org.

Tina Berres Filipski is editor of PPB; 

Mo Das is PPAI’s research manager.
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29%

wearables

17%
health & beauty

14%

9%

7%

technology

food & beverage

travel products

Top 5 Fave product categories

79

pass along* promotional products 
that are no longer valuable

gen z+Millennials  &

Nearly 20% 
more likely to pass 
along* products that 
were bad for the 
environment

Over 1 /3 are 
driving the 
rebirth of 

secondhand 
promo

72 believe that

quality = Reputation
of promo of company

want to know ahead of time when companies offer promotional products

96
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say they are wil l ing to go 

out of their way to get a 

promotional product

10 out of 10
nearly

The Promotional Products Industry Strategy notes: 

Highlights From The 2019 Consumer Study

8 IN 10
l ike receiving 
promotional products 

7 IN 10
wish they received promotional 

products more often 

Online Survey Spring 2019

Methodology

U.S. and Canadaconsumers between 
ages 18-72

,

 Research
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